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For those of you who don’t
already know me, I’m the
really sad one. Yep, that’s
right its all my fault. I’m the
mug who started off the
Newsletter, the Homepage,
and the Column (for those of
you who also read the
Matrix, Genesis Sci-fi club’s
magazine). However in my
typical style I refuse to take
any responsibility for
anything else, what so ever.
And then they put me in
charge...
Richard (the Rat) Kerry
Chief Muppet

Front cover:
Dave “Other Muppet” OffenJames’ artwork for Kroot

Muppet
Merchandise
If anyone wants one, we can
get ‘Team: Muppet’ t-shirts
and polo shirts, with the
SMS logo on the front and
the Team: Muppet logo
across the back, as
modelled by various folk at
the club.
These are £15 each and
available in various sizes.
Speak to Other Muppet
(Dave James) for more info.

Well its almost here, on the
29th September we’re taking
our little project, Kroot up to
the National Indoor Arena
and Gamesday for what will
probably be a very long day
spent screaming at kids; oh,
and there’ll probably be
some new toys there as well
I suspect (umm, new Chaos
shiny things). Anyway, even
though they are mentioned
by name elsewhere in this
month’s Newsletter, I’ll like
to thank everyone who
helped bring this slightly
crack-pot idea together, even
Dave.
So what else is happening?
Well for starters some of us
have been scheming a little,
trying to find a way to get
everybody involved in a
couple of club wide things.
First off is a pretty major
change to the league, I’ll
explain this later but the
basic idea is to make the
thing a lot more open and
flexible so anybody can join
at anytime, and you don’t
need to play loads of league
games to be in the league.
We’re also planning a couple
of campaigns over the rest of
the year. First off will
probably be a Warhammer
40000 one sometime in the
next couple of months (yes,
sorry, more 40K, and there’s
more info on that on page
13), followed by a Fantasy
one towards the end of the
year/beginning of next year.

But in the meantime, there
should hopefully be a couple
of BIG battles and other
weird games that everybody
can get involved in over the
next few meetings. Keep
your eyes peeled for more
information as stuff
happens.
Also upcoming is our very
own next Gamesday,
Gamesday V. There’s more
about this opposite but the
general plan is to use the
event as an opportunity to
promote the club so we’ll be
running lots of games and
hopefully getting lots of
(new) people involved.
Anyway, thanks to all the
people who have sent me
articles this month for the
Newsletter and hopefully
helped make it the best one
so far.
Richard Kerry
Chief Muppet
As always I’m on the look out
for more articles so if you’ve
got any new rules to test out,
want to review something,
write a story, or have any
other interesting article in
mind, email me and you
might see it in here next
time. Newsletter Thirteen is
due out on the 17th
December (which is also the
final Meet of the year and
the AGM and the League
Awards) so I need any
articles in by the 10th at the
latest.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

OR MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO SPEND MONEY
29th September 2002

Gamesday 2002
Games Workshops annual games fest featuring the Golden Demon
Awards and far more importantly, KROOT, a participation game run by
us muppets.

1212-13th October 2002

Total War
Warhammer 40000 Campaign Weekend at Games Workshop Lenton.

13th October 2002

Hermitage Games Day
A Newbury & Reading Wargames Society event at Hermitage Village
Hall, 9:30-5:30, £2 for the day.

1616-17th November
2002

Warfare 2002
Wargames Association of Reading annual event at the Rivermead
Leisure Centre in Reading.

24th November 2002

Games Workshop Open Day

30th November 2002

Gamesday V
Our very own Gamesday event, this time conveniently close to
Christmas, take a look at the bottom of the page for more information.

30th November 2002

Dragonmeet
For more info see www.dragonmeet.com

2002 SMS Meetings “The Meet”
Glebe Hall, Church Street, Basingstoke
24th September, 8th October, 22nd October, 5th November,
19th November, 3rd December, 17th December (AGM & League Awards)
Bracknell And District (BAD) Wargamers Meetings (www.bad(www.bad-wargamers.org)
Crowthrone
throne Road, Bracknell
The John Bell Annex, Coopers Hill Community Centre, Crow
13th October, 3rd November, 17th November, 15th December
Spiky Club Meetings (www.spikyclub.com)
Reading Post Office Social Club, Richfield Avenue, Reading
Every Thursday

30th November 2002
10:00am to 4:00pm
Church Cottage, Basingstoke
In association with the
Scouting Association, the
Sad Muppet Society are
proud to present Gamesday
V: The Muppets of Glebe.
This time around the format
of the day has changed
completely and instead of
our standard (or nonstandard) tournament, we’ll
be running several exciting
participation games ranging
from the epic ‘KROOT’

Gamesday game to the fast
furious ‘bring and race’ tank
racing (complete with pixie
marshals); plus there will be
others from the Basingstoke
Wargaming Club and
anybody else we can rope in.
In addition to all this, there

will be lots of mad people
dressed up all around the
place from Genesis Sci-fi
club and possibly elsewhere.
We’re also planning to have
a couple of traders and a
bring & buy stand so you can
get sell all that old stuff and
lots buy shiny new things.
(perhaps an opportunity for a
bit of Christmas shopping?)
Admission will be £3 (or £2 if
you are under five foot tall)
and we’ll be really easy to
find as we are directly just
opposite the town centre.

This Newsletter was brought
to you by the letters M and S,
and the number 12
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STARSMASH III: THE REUTRN OF THE
ODD

The Reading & Newbury
Wargamers show, Colours,
was on the 14th & 15th
September this year.
Instead of doing the normal
wandering around spending
money bit, myself, Nick,
Dave and Ross decided to
enter Spikyclub’s Starsmash
tournament this year… as
well as wandering around
and spending money...

Chaos Space Marine army.
Well, this was my first ever
Lacking any power weapons,
proper tournament and did
my guys put in a really bad
things go to plan? Blah, did
showing against this horde
they hell!
of infantry. In the end my
In hindsight, perhaps my
Land Raider managed to eek
eldar army would have been
out a decisive victory against
a better idea (fast, nasty, lots
me from a massacre.
of guns, and big guns at that)
Day two, game three. I was
but the Death Guard had
back in the mid-tables and
only just been finished, and
fighting Andrew Burns’
they fitted in just two boxes
Space Puppies (err, sorry,
so I took them instead.
Wolves) in Take & Hold. This
Actually, all things
was my best battle of the
considered I didn’t do too
weekend. A patch of forest
badly. My first battle was a
and a river stood between
Dawn Assault against Dave
the puppies and the
Cass’s White Templars.
objective (and my army). And
Despite not seeing anything
once Andrew’s Rhinos ALL
on the first turn (a slight
became immobilised in the
problem in the trying the
water I could engage units at
shoot the hand-to-hand army
my leisure. With the King of
plan) my Nurglings won me
the Nurglings holding the
the battle by tying up Dave’s
objective after six turns, I
assault marines long enough
gained my only massacre of
for me to destroy the Rhino
the weekend, and a
their combat was
promotion back into the big
surrounding, killing all the
room.
really hard White Templars
inside the
thing in the
progress.
Then my
Plague
Bearers and
Havocs
finished off
everything
else within
Guess who’s Death Guard army that is...
reach.
Unfortunately
My last game was against
his Vindicator escaped by
Other Muppet of all people.
continuously reversing away
This wouldn’t have been so
from a single plague marine
bad, but both of our armies
with a meltagun. Still, a
had fought one another at
marginal victory to start with,
the last club meeting.
not too bad.
Anyway, as way of revenge
The next game was a recon
for his last defeat, Dave
mission against another
managed to
almost totally
wipe out my
entire army.
However, four
plague marines
held one table
quarter and the
nurglings held
the opposite one
which was
enough for a
marginal victory
to me (just as
well the new
That’s a very big gun on Mr Cass’ Vindicator
Chaos Codex

Dave Cass’s Emperors
Champion… which didn’t
escape his Rhino in my first
game

isn’t out yet otherwise they
couldn’t have held the
quarter). Dave was
understandably slightly
gutted.
Once the painting,
sportsmanship (I’m not
entirely sure how, but I
managed to pickup ten
points here), background,
and quiz scores
came in a managed
a very impressive
sixth place with 97
points in total;
considering how
close all of my
battles were I’m
rather pleased with
that.
Richard Kerry
Major Muppet
A quick summary of the
fortunes of the Dark Eldar at
a place called Reading in a
tournie some were calling
Starsmash III.
Day One and a Dawn Assault
against Space Marines. Bad
day at the office for most
things, especially the
Ravager and Talos as they
failed to kill anything
between them. We did
manage to blow up the Land
Raider, Whirlwind, Rhino and
Dreadnought though and the
HQ took down a Land
Speeder in hand-to-hand
with his Agoniser.
We got a draw. How? By
virtue of the Green Raider
Squad’s Sybarite killing four
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These Tau belong to Dave’s
first opponent of the weekend
and the
eventual
winner, Neil
Campbell. And
very nice they
are too.

The shop floor, so to speak...

marines in hand-to-hand and
then the squad sweeping
advanced eleven inches into
the next quarter to capture it.
Scary luck.
Next up a recon mission
against three Land Raiders
and Khorne Bezerkers.
Suffice to say that eight dark
lances hit and then
accounted for a single gun
on turn one! They made up
for it by the end of the game
with two dead Land Raiders
and quite a few smoking
Bezerker suits. Special
mention to Talos number two
who killed more with his
Sting than his Claws, very
strange indeed.
This ended up as a draw by
virtue of the fact that neither
of us was going forward after
turn three so we called it off
and went for a drink instead.
Day Two and we were in the
top room facing the Dark
Angels shooty army from
hell. The mission was Take
and Hold and we got shot to
pieces. Everything fell out of
the sky or went splat across
the floor. Very, very, very
nasty. Likkle mentions to a
lone Dark Lance Warrior who
had lost everybody else but
didn’t care; he managed to
take out a Dread before the
Annihilator asked him nicely
to leave. Also to Talos
number two who
remembered what his claws
were for and opened up one
Dread and ripped the arm off
another one. The HQ
proceeded to rip the other
arm off with his Agoniser (for
some reason he was
attacking vehicles rather
than people at Starsmash).
We lost as his Vindicator
floored it and raced up to the
objective before we could
disentangle from the armless

Dread.
So down to the basement for
the final mission against
some Space Wolves and a
little bit of Cleanse. This was
scary as everything seemed
to come together for this
one. We managed to not only
hit things with the Dark
Lances but also brought the
right ammo as well. Leman
Russ dead on turn one.
Rhino immobilised on turn
one. Everything now walking
into a hail of Disintegrators
and Dark Lances. Ouch.
Everything in grey, except the
Rhino (which survived
countless shots on the last
turn!), died.
Best single performance
probably from Talos number
one who wanted to show
Talos number two that he too
could do it in hand-to-hand.
He went in against eight Grey
Hunters, rolled a six for
number of attacks and then
hit and killed with all of
them. seven dead marines
later and the power fist guy
took care of him shortly
afterwards.
So a totting up of all the
scores and one awards
ceremony later, and my
congratulations to Ross by
the way, and the Dark Eldar
had finished sixteenth out of
thirty six. Not bad at all and it
means I’ll be booking my
place for some more marine
bashing next year!
Nick Jenkin
Metal Muppet
Star Smash: Zebardi’s Eye
View;
Boing, time for bed said
Zebardi, yep that was me, up
and down like a fiddlers chin
strap. (Where are a mans
braces when he really needs

them?)
Yes for me this
year’s Spiky Club
tournament was a
real roller coaster
ride, a journey that
spanned almost every aspect
of the positions table. But it
all began in the “middle
room” on table thirteen, and
that should tell you a lot! My
men stood shoulder-toshoulder, ready and waiting
to get stuck into their first
opponent. Neil was his
name, and he had the most
beautiful Tau army that you
could ever wish to see. All
were converted to represent
Samurai warriors.
Unfortunately, he had put so
much character into his army
that he had none left for
himself. He was so focused
on the rules that he had lost
the “spirit of the game”. The
ensuing battle was filled with
“You can’t do that’s”, and
“That’s not right’s”, etc, etc,
etc. I couldn’t help but think
that all tournament players
must be Anal $#@%’s, then I
realised that it was just him,
as everyone else in the room
began to have a wail of a
time. Mind you, this guy did
go on to win the trophy, so if
that’s the attitude needed to
win, then I’ll stick to avoiding
the wooden spoon.
The next round was much
more fun. I faced a “White
Templars” army, and very
nice they were too. This was
the army that Richard, our
not so illustrious leader, had
humbled in the first round.
Rich’ can testify as to just
how insane this guy really
was! Mad just doesn’t do
him justice. This time my
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men remembered their drill,
and slaughtered all but his
character models. These
however were so expensive
that I could only secure a
minor win. Still the day had
ended on a winning note.
Mind you, the less said about
the quiz questions the
better!
Day two, and following on
from my initial loss, that had
left me languishing in the
dungeon dimension for my
second battle, I was
pleasantly surprised to be
elevated back up to the
“middle room”.
There I faced a really
characterful Space Puppies
force that was fielded by a
guy set on enjoying the
game, rather than playing to
win. The ensuing massacre
was almost embarrassing, as
I reduced his army down to
just three tactical marines
for the loss of less than a
quarter of my own troops.
However his spirits were
totally unscathed and he still
enjoyed the encounter. He
got a well-earned sporting
play award from me, and
went on to receive the fair
play trophy. Probably a more
auspicious title than winning
the tournament its self!
And so I received promotion
again, this time into the
“leaders room”. Yes, and
Richard and I were squared
off against each other on
table six. This put both of us
in the top twelve. I won’t go
into details of how this battle
went, as I’m sure you’ll all
hear about it from Richard.
Least to say that I managed
to grab defeat from the jaws
Some more of Neil
of victory once more.
Campbell’s very
(There’s something about
nice Tau army
playing Richard that seems
to turn my
brains to
mush, still
I’ll get my
revenge
one of
these
days.)
So there
you have
it. A
complete
weekends
gaming,
brilliant
fun, and I
The (bobby) Prize
What's this Team: Muppet
business? Well, while the
SMS is a fairly 'low power'
organisation (playing for fun
rather than seriously), Team:
Muppet is a team of would
be tournament players.
Reason behind doing this is
twofold. Firstly, I'll like to play
some tournaments. Alright
that might seem a little
selfish, but the main reason
to play in tournaments is to
measure your own skill
against players you don't
normally play, and hopefully
improve in leaps and bounds
in the progress. And having
played a tournament player
in the not to distant past my
skills need to be improved (a
lot).
The second reason is purely
social, meet folk from
different clubs, drink, do
some more drinking, and
possibly followed by a bit of
drinking. And lastly, wouldn't
it be nice to bring some
trophies home at some
point? Extremely unlikely at
the moment but who knows
what the future might bring
(apart from an Eldar Farseer
perhaps).
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can’t wait for next year, when
a new army will seek to fail
to win the wooden spoon
once more. After all, we have
to leave a prize for Ross,
don’t we!
Dave OffenOffen-James
Other Muppet
The Plan
For a few days before
Colours, I was working on
swapping my army list
around to make it a bit more
mobile. Then, at the last
minute, Richard suggested
the devious plan of
protecting all my Dreads and
Killa Kans with a Kustom
Force Field , and I decided to
give it a try.
My first game of the
weekend was against
Marines. Great, I thought, a
chance to see straight away
how well the plan worked but no, this was an infantryheavy Space Wolf army with
no heavy weapons. Great fun
to play against - almost as
many models as me and
most of them Blood Claws,
so I was hitting on 3s - but
not quite what I was
expecting. My Grots made a
defiant last stand in my table
quarter, to the point where
he had to send a Wulfen in
to winkle them out (and even
that nearly lost the combat),
but in the end I was wiped
out.
A quick run around the show
at lunchtime and then it was
time to go back into the fray.
My second scenario was
against Slaaneshi Chaos
marines, nothing remarkable
here except that it was
another not-very-shooty
marine army (his fault for
making his heavy weapon
squad the only thing I could
see in the first turn - they
didn't last very long!) with
four squads of Daemonettes
which ALL made it on in turn
2. This game ended as a
draw (about 30 VPs in it) and
I was lucky to pull out even
that much.
Sunday morning's Take and
Hold scenario was where I
made my fatal mistake. Up
against Eldar, I decided I
couldn't afford to give my
opponent the first turn, and
opted to take it myself. As it

turned out, neither of us
killed much with shooting in
the first turn so I'd have been
better of going second.
Most of the game went well
for me - he set up a trap
around the objective which
my army refused to walk
into, and my Grots had
another spectacular game. A
unit of Guardians with a
scatter laser fired everything
they had into my
Tankbustas, who were hiding
behind the grots. Only one
shot, from the scatter laser,
wounded and that was saved
by a Grot. In my next turn,
the little guys assaulted the
Guardians, won the combat
and overran them.
Finally the battle was poised
with him on the objective - a
just-over-half strength
guardian squad - and me
with a Dread and an
unharmed unit of Flash Gitz
nearby. Er, and then the
game ended. Another big
zero for me, and the one
game of the weekend that I
really should have won.
A quick run round at
lunchtime to spend some
money and then my final
game, against Necrons.
Having played Nick's army at
the last SMS and found them
very frustrating to fight
against, I wasn't looking
forward to this one. The
whole game was very close,
with me getting more
chances than I deserved to
take down the Monolith but
failing to do so, and only
abject cowardice from my
Flash Gitz, running away in
my deployment zone at the
last moment, gave my
opponent a marginal victory.
So it was all over, with me
scoring a grand total of 17
out of a possible 80 for the
actual gaming, and I knew I
was in line for the wooden
spoon. Some consolation
from the fact that my
painting and background
marks were pretty good
(actually came to more than I
got in the gaming), and at
least we can say we came
back with a trophy.
The lesson of the weekend:
Never mind the Dreads, I
need more Grots!
Ross McNaughton
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T H E M A K I N G O F K RO O T
OR ‘OH MY GOD, THEY DID THAT!!!’
worship the lesser Chaos
god of Hen’sun, so of
course, they are Muppet
Chaos Kroot. Yep, plenty of
scope there then.

This was one of those crazy
ideas that could only ever
have been dreamed up at
a party whilst under the
influence of alcohol. The
party in question was Ross’
house warming and the
conversation went
something like this:
Me “wouldn’t it be cool to do
Zulu with Kroot and your
Pretorians?”
Dave “Nahh, that’s already
been done, how about…”
And it just got
sillier from there.
Then myself,
Tony, Ross and
Dave went up to
the Legacy of
Horus campaign
weekend in
Nottingham and
Paul Grace
pounced on us
whilst we were
busy spending money in
Warhammer World. “Do you
want to do a game for
Gamesday” he said.
“Maybe…” we said. “doesn’t
have to be anything brilliant,
just has to look good” he
said. “Umm” we said, “we’ve
got an idea…”
And so the legend began…
The idea behind Kroot is
fairly simple, the Battle for
Rorke’s Drift with possibly
the two most appropriate
armies in the 40K universe,
the Kroot and the Tau.
However, as the theme at
Gamesday this year is
Chaos, we decided to add a
bit of a twist. Yep, as you
may have gathered from the
pictures, our Kroot are Chaos
Kroot. And to make matters
worse, not only are they
Chaos Kroot, but they also

Before we even started, the
first thing to do was watch
the classic film we where
basing our game on (that
would be Zulu in case
haven’t already guessed),
drink some beers, and get an
idea how our gameboard
was going to look and how
our game was going to work.

Several pub nights later we
had a plan, so the next thing
was to get some Kroot, one
box each, and get
converting.
We also knew that the Tau
were going to need a bit of
backup, so Paul and Nathan
set about a the task of
equipping them with some
smart looking sentry guns.
The other big project was the
gameboard itself. The
original idea had been to use

an MDF base with
polystyrene hills mounted on
it. However as Dave is a
carpenter by trade and that
went out the window and the
whole thing was made out
of 3/4 inch MDF (and for
the record is quite heavy).
On the plus side, this
meant we had an excellent,
and extremely solid
landscape to work with.
And then, to set the entire
thing Dave also created a
collapsible surround. To
quote Lord Vader
“Impressive, most
impressive.”
While Dave was working on
that, myself, Ross and
Nathan started to work on
the settlement central to our
game. Using an assortment
of plastic ‘things’ the two
main buildings and the
power
generator
took shape.
Although,
because of
time
constraints
on our first
scenery
making day,
Ross was
left to paint
them (sorry mate).
Several weeks later, and
thanks to Nathan and Ross
superb efforts our battlefield
and Kroot now look a bit
more finished. And with
barely one week to go, it
looks like we’ll be finished in
time for Gamesday, just. And
the next thing to figure out is
the rules...
Richard Kerry
Kerry
Major Muppet

The first scenario is playtested using Eldar and Orks, well… its close
enough

At the very edge of the
Empire lies a world the Tau
call Ya'Fraggl. Originally
settled by Kroot two
centuries ago, this world is a
dry inhospitable place. For
them, every day is a struggle
to survive. For them, every
genetic advantage must be
pursued.
Approximately one Tau'cyr
ago, an expedition landed
here and established a small
stead, sneaking to bring the
natives into fold, for the
Greater Good. However led
by Vre Chard, the local
garrison has unearthed a
dark secret. Despite Aun'La
Witt's objections, the
evidence is clear. There's
something evil on Ya'Fraggl,
and the Tau are unwelcome
visitors. And on the other
side of those hills, Kroot
warriors are gathering.

Credits:
“Muppets”
Dave Offen-James
Nathan White
Nick Doran
Nick Jenkin
Paul Russell
Richard Cox
Richard Kerry
Ross McNaughton
Playtesters
Lee Cook
Richard Harding
The Banner
Ruth Russell
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Like the three Gamesdays
before it, Gamesday IV was
bought to you in association
with the letters G and S
(Genesis Sci-Fi Club and the
Scouting Association).

THE SAD MUPPET
SOCIETY

The terror of the Southlands has arrived.
Bringing death and destruction, Klaw’s evil alliance has swept
over the cities of the free peoples
It is only at the steeps of the World Edge Mountains that a final
stand can be made.
Here, on the Sands of Glebe the free must defend themselves
from the wicked.
Here the brave, must repel the powerful.
Here the few, must defeat the horde.
It was a slightly overcast
summer’s morning on the
7th July. Tim Henman, hadn’t
quite made it to the finals at
Wimbledon, the Silverstone
Grand Prix had all the normal
traffic jams getting in, but we
cared not; for today was
Gamesday IV, sub-titled: The
Sands of Glebe.
Amongst the madness
planned (huge amounts of
card and boardgames plus of
course the computers),
myself and Nathan (Bug
Muppet) White also
organised two Warhammer
events of the day: The
Return of Klaw Warhammer
Fantasy Battle, and the
hugely popular Ruins of
Rekesh Warhammer 40000
Micro-Tournament (more on
that later in this month’s
Newsletter).
Even before the doors
opened or Ten Forward
started breakfast (which
mainly consisted on bacon

butties of
course);
myself, Ross
and Tony
had the hall
set up; and
underneath
the stairs the
our
Southlands
desert
battlefield
began to
take shape.
On one side
of the dried
up river
valley, a huge
lizardman
army (a
whole 3000
points) waited for the evil to
arrive. And when it did, a full
4000 points of Skaven
marched underneath Grey
Seer Klaw’s banner. And in
the middle of the formation
was something particularly
hated and vile, the figure of

The slaughter begins...

one of the great Verminlords
of the Horned Rat towered
above the hordes. This was
never going to be a good day
for the free races.
The ‘Good’ side was the first
to receive any allies, a
contingent of 1500 points of
Bretonnians led by Brave Sir
Robin himself plus another
1000 points of Skinks from
the deep jungle to the south
of the battlefield.
With heavy cavalry trotting
onto the table, Klaw leapt his
warriors into the ranks of
lizards, scattering a few
skinks but not much else.
Meanwhile, some of his own
reinforcements arrived, an
army from the Empire
corrupted by the promise of
gold and precious gems from
the Old One’s temples.
Only when the rank and file
of Tony’s army began to fail
did the hordes move in. But
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The Free Peoples Alliance (Paul and Tony)

saved by a counter charge,
Klaw himself meet the
Bretonnian general in
combat, before swiftly
disappearing in a puff of
smoke. The remaining
knights were picked off one
by one across the battlefield.
And in the middle of this all a
Saurus hero finally
dispatched the Verminlord
back to the neither world
from which it came. But
sadly, Klaw’s Warlord struck
down their already badly
wounded Slann General.
In the end the battle was a
draw, with just 200 victory
points difference in favour of

computer gaming also
continued a pace, with Ross
and Mike Forster’s Unreal
Tournament competition
finally being won by Matt
Gret (with Mike coming in
second and our very own Mr
Doran getting the third place
spot).
In the end, Gamesday IV
proved to be another
successful day (although
some new people would
have been nice) and I’ll like
to thanks everybody who
came along and supported
the event; and especially
Nathan White and Dave

The Rat himself, Grey Seer Klaw
(hiding behind a suitable rock)

The Lord of the Rings boardgame

Driver (for the 40K thingy),
Ross and Mike Forster (for
getting the computers
sorted), Smurf and Richard
Harding (for bringing lots of
boardgames) and most
importantly Helen Gay and
Ruth Russell from Genesis
for keeping us all fed and
watered.
Richard Kerry

LOOK!!!
Somebody smiling

Zombies!!!

the rats. Pretty close!
Elsewhere downstairs, as
well as the wargaming, we
had the Lord of the Rings
boardgame running,
Zombies (apparently this was
rather good according to
Ruth), and Curse of the
Mummy’s Tomb, a really old

Games
Workshop game
(for which I had
finally painted
up the figures
for just one
week
beforehand).
Upstairs, the

And the Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb

Gamesday will return for
Gamesday V later this year
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THE RUINS OF REKESH FIVE
When I posted an ad onto
the GCN Yahoo Group saying
we were doing a 200 point
micro-tournament, several
people did question the point
of doing such small battles.
Well after Nathan’s
splendidly run tournament I’ll
to say, na na nah, na.
Thankyou.

Many races had heard of the old learning that has been unearthed on Rakesh Five.
The larger areas of ruins had become crisscrossed with defenses and battle fronts as huge forces
vied for the chance to grasp the arcane technology waiting to be plundered.
As these conflicts reached a stalemate, patrols were sent out to find more avenues for advance –
these treasures must not fall into enemy hands!
Thus started the “Ruins of
Rakesh Five” micro
tournament. Ten players
battling for glory! The rules of
the tournament were
simple – bring along an army
of no more than 200 (Yes –
Two Hundred!!!) points and
be thrust into the conflict.
Armies where only allowed 12 troop choices, 0-1 Elite or
0-1 Fast Attack. No HQ, no
Heavy Support, no Special
Characters and definitely no
Assassins.
Round One
The first battle was a simple
bash to the death, the

winner receiving victory
points equal to the exact
pointage they had left from
their force.
The first round heard the
rumble of armour followed by
the vicious bark of a battle
cannon as a group of traitors
encountered an Imperial
guard patrol. Charging the
tank (ed - yes, Little Nick did
actually bring a Leman Russ
Battle Tank, well, it is a
Troop choice for an
Armoured Company) these
brave men were finally able
to disable it. Another Guard
patrol were not so lucky as

they were pounced upon by a
Tau crisis team supported by
a well disciplined squad of
Fire warriors. The Crisis suits
used their jump packs to
leap forward so fast that the
guard couldn’t change the
range on their mortars
quickly enough. The brave
men died before they could
fire a shot (not actually
true – but may as well have
been as they appeared to
have their lasguns on the
setting for toasting
marshmellows).
Some Space Wolves beat up
some space marine scouts.

THE SAD MUPPET
SOCIETY

Let the war begin… Nathan White, Nick (Little), Grant, David (OJ) and Lee stand around chatting whilst
Ross and Peter battle it out

The NewsLetter
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Dave Driver’s Mordian Iron
Guard, including of course a
pussy cat for luck

Sorry can’t tell you an awful
lot more than that as I
skillfully commanded my
Kroot and Stealth suited
warriors straight into the
arms of some chaos
warriors. Those particular
warped marines now know
what Kroot drumsticks taste
like!
In the last battle of round
one the coven proceeded to
rip into some orky bikers that
had been “cruising” in the
area.
Round Two
As the noise of conflict died
and silence fell upon the
area the commanders
discovered that some of
them (chosen at random)
had to take their forces
through the enemies lines to
continue their search. Their
intelligence ( Ha Ha Ha )
informed them that the
opposition would have
sentries posted but the area
could be infiltrated.
The traitors (Little Nick) tried
to sneak up in their tank!
Strangely enough the waiting
guard heard them coming
and stood ready to resist
their advance. The rebels
being to distracted frying
eggs on the engine grate
didn’t notice the guard as
they powered across the
table, completing their
objective and gaining
full victory points.
The Tau pushed further
into the Imperial Lines
and routed another
Guard command with
their lightning advance.
Tired after their big
meal of Kroot, the
Chaos marines slept as
the marine scouts tiptoed through their
position. Tsk Tsk – Big
Nick sleeping on the

Little Nick, the mean

job!
The second Tau thrust which
had been recently reenforced were promptly run
over by the Space Wolves in
their Rhino!
Round Three
The final push! The presence
of an ancient transport
device had been confirmed
and commanders were
charged with either guarding
newly captured Stargates or
trying to take procession of
one – BY FORCE!
BWHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
(sorry! Getting carried away
again)
The Tau & Kroot moved up
and tangled with the marine
scouts, the stealth suits
racing in and out of cover,
burst cannons blazed, and
scouts fell! The Imperial
Guard, despite having lots of
flashlights, didn’t realize that
they were on the same side
until Lt Cook’s troops were
lying, dead, at the feet of
Sergeant Drivers blue coated
boys. Another example of
Military Intelligence!

Rushing forward the Space
Wolves threw caution to the
wind and paid the price for
their foolish behavior – the
Chaos Marines showed that
their faith in the Dark Lords
is not totally unfounded as
they hacked the Wolves
apart!
The Traitor Tank having sped
through the ruins like a dose
through a chicken, had the
goal in sight but failed to see
the Tau plasma heading in
their direction. They ended
up looking like the dose after
it had been through the
chicken!!!!!
As the smoked cleared it
became evident that the Tau
(Nathan Yates) had beaten,
with a minimum of
casualties, all opposition.
Everybody seemed to enjoy
the tournament. It definitely
made a change playing with
so few troops. Now we just
have to work out what we’re
going to do for the next one!
Nathan Wh
White
ite
Bug Muppet

THE FINAL RESULTS:

1st Nathan Yates 630 VPs
2nd Grant Allen 393 VPs
3rd Nick Jenkin 282 VPs
Nathan’s walking drumsticks

Well done guys!
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BARN DOOR HITTING IN BRISTOL
CONFLICT: BRISTOL REPORT

Nick’s been rather busy and I
think he’s caught the tourney
bug. Read on to find out
more…

Notes
1 Me and Bristol have a long history
of me getting lost whenever I need
to be somewhere by a certain time.
Every time. Been going on for years
now.
2 I’m always in trouble when the
other person remembers their army,
but that’s a different matter.
3 I was happy, just in case you’re at
all unsure.
4 I was under no illusions as to
what would happen if I returned
home with something that big. The
wife having mentioned sleeping
bags and sheds in the same
sentence prior to my departure.
5 Yes he’d modelled a smaller
Pikachu on a base to be the
objective, and we thought we were
sad.
6 This was unprecedented! Three
battles in a row I had first turn.
Amazing. Scary. Still that was all I
seemed to be winning …
7 Oh and a quick stop off for
something to eat as I’d forgotten my
dinner and managed a whole
Snickers bar and a can of Lilt for
lunch. Yummy.

5:30am Saturday 22nd June.
The morning of my first ever
GW tournament. A
tournament called Conflict in
a thriving, suburban centre
known as Bristol.
Once the caffeine had
settled into my bloodstream
it was off into the rising sun
to see if I could actually find
the venue before the event
started 1 .The event started
at 10am and I managed to

appear, with multiple boxes,
for quarter to – which was a
massive achievement, in fact
I’d actually circled the venue
three times before spotting
it.
Registered all ok and they
said; “Up the stairs, first on
the left, one cross each.” ….
Hmm, on second thoughts I
think it was “… one table
each, find an opponent ….”.
Now this hall had about 90
tables set up, 45
Warhammer and 45 40K,
together with various pieces
of scenery (a nice selection
of all the pre-made stuff that
GW do – without the tress or
hills!) So off I went and lo
and behold an opponent
appeared. Actually to be fair I
just collared some guy I’d
been chatting to at the
reception desk a minute
before – fortunately he was
a 40K player!
We found ourselves a table
and prepared for our first

mission; good old Cleanse –
although this was slightly
different in that you got
points for table quarters. It
was then that my first feeling
of dread of the day
appeared. The Eldar army
came out of its boxes and
there were more Star
Cannons and Bright Lances
than I care to see in one hall,
let alone on one table. Oh
deary me, I thought, I’m in
trouble here 2. And I was not
far wrong. Each mission is
played using variable game
length and, somehow, we
managed to eak it out to 6
turns by which stage all but
one of my squads were gone
or reduced to such a state as
to not allow me to claim/
contest the quarters!
The HQ got shot down early
and proceeded to walk
across the table, finally trying
to down a Wave Serpent with
an Agoniser, but even with
five attacks and re-rolling
misses he could not throw a
single six to hit this thing.
Deary me.
The Green Raider Sybarite
justified her inclusion with an
Agoniser by taking the last
wound off a Wraithlord in
HtH – was I happy or what! 3.
The funniest moment for my
guys? The Warp Beasts, who
had just destroyed the
Banshees, had their
Beastmaster slain by Mind
War from the Farseer; they
then have to charge the
nearest unit …. So who was
nearest? My Wyches. Oh
great said I. And in they duly
charged. Thankfully the new
dodge save came in for my
Wyches and they forced the
Warp Beasts to run away.
First time it’s happened and I
found it funny as hell to
watch my Wyches having to
fend off their own doggies.
So a massacre then. Feed
the scorecard back to the
umpires, leave the army set
up for painting scores and go
off for an hour to do
whatever. Had a wonder
round. Watched Tammy
Haye from ‘Eavy Metal doing

some painting, Jervis from
Fanatic was giving little
speeches and showing off
his new wares. Also had a
look at the Forgeworld
stuff – that Titan is really
mad. Big and scary. My
wallet stayed firmly in my
pocket 4.
1pm and back for game two.
A look at the sheet showed
me on table 38 out of 45.
The higher the number the
further back in the hall you
are. Theory is you now play
someone else who just got
massacred. So up stepped a
nice young man with his Tau.
This was going to be Take
and Hold against Tau. I’m
Dark Eldar so I’ll be the
attacker then and you can sit
there with your big guns and,
er, fire at me. So he set up
first and then plonked
Pikachu on the table 5. We
were fighting over a
Pokemon!
We only had an hour and a
quarter for this battle so no
hanging around then. Off we
went and he then shot my
HQ down first turn – with
missiles that don’t need line
of sight, which I’d forgotten
all about, and it went
downhill from there.
The Warp Beasts again
provided the funniest
moment as they charged a
second line of Fire Warriors
with twenty attacks. Two
wounds! Two!!, which he
then saved. He then hit me
with one attack, one wound
caused, save of 6+, dead.
They lost, failed leadership
test and legged it. Five
inches. With three dice! He
chased them and threw ten,
with two dice. All gone.
Whoopee, beaten by Tau in
close combat. Something to
write home about there!
Suffice to say that Pikachu
remained with the Tau.
Half-an-hour to wander
round and compare notes
with others. My loss to Tau in
hand-to-hand was creating a
bit of a buzz ….
So I remained on table 38
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and came up against
Salamanders. The main
surprise here being that I
hadn’t met Space Marines
before this. A Vindicator was
plonked down. Cwikey that’s
a big gun - better get rid of
that thing I said. This was a
Recon mission but with no
points for getting into
deployment zones.
I managed to get first turn 6.
My trusty warrior squad
dusted off their Dark Lances
and glanced his Vindicator
(hull down) and then threw a
five, yippee! Weapon
Destroyed! Oddly enough I
chose the Cannon.
My HQ was shot down on the
first turn – something of a
pattern emerging here – and
proceeded to get nowhere
near combat. The Talos
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charged a razorback and, er,
failed to glance/penetrate
and was then blown away by
a command squad with three
plasma pistols, who got out
of the Razorback to see what
all the banging was about.
My Warp Beasts stayed
perfectly still in this battle
and did not provide the
funniest moment – instead,
that would be his plasma
gunner blowing himself up
instead of the Wyches’ raider
whilst standing only three
inches away.
The Ravager should also get
a mention. It blew away two
bikes and an Attack bike in
one round of shooting and
then proceeded to survive a
hit from a twin-linked
Lascannon - Anything but a
one.

By the end of turn four (we
ran out of time) I had won!
Bloody hell I said. Bugger he
said. Working out the Victory
Points we discovered that we
had a minor victory for the
Dark Eldar! That was 13
points to me and 7 to him,
which meant we both were
happy and scored points.
After all that were the award
ceremonies and then it was
off home and to bed. It’s
amazing how tiring three
games against new
opponents can be….7
Enjoy it? You bet! Bitten by
the tournie bug? Indeed. Off
to another one? Attack!
2002 in Devizes in sunny
July.
Nick Jenkin
Metal Muppet

EINOIS SUB-SECTOR
AUTUMN 2002 WARHAMMER 400000 CAMPAIGN
For those of you interested,
here is the map we’ll be
using for the Autumn
Warhammer 40000
Campaign based around the
(mostly) Imperial controlled
Einois Sub-Sector.

Of course things aren’t all
that they seem in this region
of space. Ancient powers

stalk the forgotten worlds
and just beyond the sector, a
great shadow lies in the
warp, ready to consume all.
Even on the hive world Einois
itself, signs and portents of
an upcoming war have
appeared to the faithful.
War is coming...

The Einois Campaign to
going to be the first
campaign we’ve actually run
at the club. The idea is
simple, each player takes
control of a territory
somewhere in the sub-sector
(there are eight territories in
total) and may attempt to
expand their empire each
meeting by invading their
neighbours.
However, there is more to
this than meets the eye.
Neutral planets, rebellions,
and pirates will all stand in
your way. While secret paths
and alien technologies lie
hidden, waiting for someone
to discover them.
Hopefully, once Dave and
myself have figured out the
final details, we’ll be putting
up a sign-up sheet an one of
the October meetings, and
also watch out for updates
appearing on the website
once we start running.
Richard Kerry
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DARING-DO IN DEVIZES
ATTACK! 2002 REPORT

Yep, our man is back for the
third time, and it won’t be
the last, the tournament trail
continues...

Once the dust settled on
the battle of the giants
there were two
corpses – mutual
annihilation – splendid!

Two of the hottest days in
the Summer so far.
Gorgeous blue skies, sun
shining brightly down on
people as they go about their
quiet weekend lives. Ah so
peaceful.
So where did I spend this
glorious weekend? In a
basement. With no windows.
With twenty to thirty other
gamers. It was Attack! 2002
and the Dark Eldar were in
town.
This was going to be two tenman tournies, three games
on the Saturday and three on
the Sunday, that was going
to be knackering 1.
Anyway my Dracon fired up
his Shadowfield and off
to war we went. First up
the forces of Chaos,
slightly Khorne 2, the
mission? Rescue. So off
we went and we had a
jolly good time blowing
things up. His little
Bloodthirster thingie
appeared right beside my
back line – arrgghh, said
I, “Oh dear” said my
Warrior squad who
proceeded to leg it. The
Talos chose that turn to
come in from reserve and
next thing you know the
Talos and the
Bloodthirster are coming to
blows. Once the dust settled
on the battle of the giants
there were two corpses –
mutual annihilation –
splendid!
Everything else came to a
head when my Lord finally
got into combat only to be
beaten up by his Lord,
Bezerkers and
Juggernaughts. But my
shadowfield will save me …
failed first roll. Bugger. My
Wyches then proceeded to
show him how to do it and
killed the Juggers and a
Veteran Squad standing
behind them – that 4+
Invulnerable save together
with cutting his attacks back
is really good in hand-tohand and the Agoniser was
on form. In the end it was
really close and went to the

final turn but his Lord kept
the objective.
So off to lunch, quick wander
around the multitude of
other games going on – all
periods – a very spectacular
54mm ACW Antietam setting
catching my eye (not sure
when it fell out).
And then game two. Dark
Angels. Now this chap had
an awful lot of wargear and I
mean, a lot. Very few figures.
A tactical squad of eight and
a scout squad of five making
up his troop choices. A Dread
and a Predator, together with
a Dev squad were his fire
support and he had two HQs.
A Librarian running around

on his own and a
Commander with retinue. All
Characters had bionics.
Recon mission. It lasted
about 30 – 40 minutes and
it was all over. Dead Angels
everywhere.
We had some problems with
a Vet Serg who would not
die. Twice, yes twice, he got
up again with his bionics.
Scary. Vet Serg Necron as
he’s now known.
I’d lost the Ravager and one
Raider, carelessly getting too
close …
So a quick break for another
wander round, hide wallet
from all those nice things
and then back for game
three. This time the forces of
Nurgle were coming for me.
Patrol mission. The HQ
provided another moment of
“hilarity” when he failed to

kill any Nurgle marines in
hand-to-hand and was then
wounded by a Plague Knife
with three 6’s – any failed
roll would kill him outright.
Guess what. Yep. Second
throw and up comes the one.
Dead. HQ routs.
One of his Rhinos survived
five attempts to kill it with
Dark Lances, Blasters and
Disintegrators but nope we
couldn’t hit it. Four 2’s in a
row. And a one. Then the
Talos knocked it on the side
and it went bang. Turn four
finished with me very, very
close to defeat – I was about
to be overrun – so guess
what I threw on the random
game length? Another
one. Game ended. A
draw. Thankfully.
I finished Joint fifth with
the Nurgle boys with the
Chaos boy from game
one finishing second
behind his Dad, the
Space Wolf man.
Award for the Saturday:
Wyches. Accounted for
Juggernaughts, Veteran
Space Marines,
Librarian, Scouts,
Tactical Squad and a
Nurgle Marine Squad
(with help from the
Talos).
So 9:30 on a Sunday
morning 3 and I was in battle
with them Black Templar
chaps. Not fought these boys
before. Quick patrol mission
with things turning up when
they felt like it, Ravager on
turn five. Five! I ask you …
Highlights from this battle
included the Talos and the
Emperor’s Champion
meeting in combat and
proceeding to eventually kill
each other 4, my HQ got out
and didn’t need to use his
shadowfield as he killed off
eight marines, together with
his Incubi, in one attack –
splendid performance.
And two special mentions ….
The Ravager eventually
turned up and then blew up
his Dread, who was hiding
behind smoke at the time 5
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twice by the
power fist. So
what do you
think I rolled
for the
shadowfield?
I swear that
there are
more 1s on
my dice than
anything else.
We had the
objective but
lost on victory
points.
Damn. Ah
well, at least I
can claim a
moral victory
having got
the objective
…
Just a chance
Look, Nathan with a pint, now that’s unusual, and
I’m not even going to ask what’s Nick up to.
before the
final battle
And the Green Raider, who
for a cup of coffee and a
couldn’t hit a thing the day
final wander around the
before, blew up his Land
traders 7.
Raider with a single shot – it
My final battle would be
was astonishing.
against another Chaos Army
A win then. Quick walk
with heavy leanings towards
around, bump into Richard
Khorne and more daemon
and Nathan who’d turned up
packs than is healthy for me.
to spend lots of money and
Good old Cleanse came up
had already found the bar 6
on the roll so off we went.
and then on to Mr. Space
Turn one and my Ravager
Wolf. Oh dear, that would be
blew up. Turn two and all his
the man who hasn’t lost yet
demon packs appeared right
then.
in front of my foot troops.
Rescue mission but with the
Next thing you know they are
counter being worth 200VP
in the middle of my foot
rather than a straight win or
troops. Held out for a turn
lose. Within the first two
before everything died or ran
turns we’d failed to do any
away. Talos, two Warrior
damage to his rhinos but he
Squads and the Warp Beasts
was very obliging and
all gone. Oh dear. Everything
immobilised two of them for
in Raiders then moved away
me through the woods. Most
from his daemons and
of my stuff failed to turn up,
proceeded to pick apart his
on turn three the HQ,
Havocs at the back, blew up
Wyches, Talos and Warp
his Dread and then
Beasts carried on with their
assaulted his daemons as
picnic off board whilst his
they came out to meet us.
scouts appeared and killed
The Wyches eventually killed
off my Warrior Squads – who
the Flesh Hounds, although
seemed to want to throw
the Succubus failed every 4+
10+ on their morale. So off
she could, and the entire
they went.
Retinue was killed off by
Eventually the Talos came on
Possessed Marines,
and ate his scouts, the
Bloodletters and Bezerkers
Beastmaster captured the
leaving the Dracon to cope
objective and the Wyches
on his own against twenty
went on a death or glory ride
opponents (and the
to hold up his HQ, which they
Possessed had a 3+ Inv) –
achieved for a turn. And then
this was not looking good.
my HQ went in against his
Meanwhile the Green and
Wolf Lord, failed to wound
Purple Raiders continued to
him and promptly got hit
pick off everything else to get
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it under ½ strength or
immobilised.
Astonishingly the Dracon
survived from turn three to
turn six in combat before
eventually dying. He made
seven drugs rolls without
wounding himself and, in a
complete break from
tradition, he got the
Shadowfield working
overtime and survived twenty
five rolls against it! He finally
failed and then quite happily
made a 5+ save before
eventually dying. He had
taken the twenty down to
three. Even the Chaos Lord
had joined in but he too was
now dead. My two Raiders
and their squads had
whittled all but one unit to
below ½ strength and
captured the quarters.

Somehow we’d won.
So the prizes for Sunday
went to the Space Wolves
and Nurgle and I finished a
respectable 4th.
My award for the Dark Eldar
for the Sunday has to go to
the Dracon. Can’t think of
any unit/character that has
survived that many wounds
in a single game. Superb and
will be in the Kabal’s
campfire songs for a long
time to come.
Another cracking weekend.
Tournaments are well worth
it if you like to play new
opponents and test your
skills and the next stop for
the Dark Eldar is Reading.
Starsmash III. See you
there?
Nick(ron) Jenkin
Metal Muppet

Notes
1 I persevered with having to play
games for two days solid, just so I
could bring you all this carefully
thought-out and fully researched
report. Ahem.
2 A small, insignificant model called
a, er, Bloodthirster I think it was,
turned up to play
3 9:30am on a Sunday – what the
heck is that!?! (Saturday 33:30
GWT - Genesis Weekend Time –ED)
4 I kept throwing a one for number
of attacks – argh
5 Actually it was hiding behind a
B&H cigarette packet but the idea
was good.
6 I don’t know how Nathan does it
but that bar didn’t stand a chance
7 Finally yielded and ended up with
a Necron Destroyer Lord, no idea
why …
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A G R A N D ( T W O ) D AY S O U T

WARHAMMER 40000 GRAND TOURNAMENT HEAT ONE

Matt’s one of our slightly
more serious players (I have
to say this, he’s beaten me
in the league). Back on the
3rd & 4th August he took his
(very nasty) Swordwind Eldar
up to Nottingham for a little
bit of a war...

My assault broke up
under the “dice bucket”
effect

How was the Tournament?
Grand!
I arrived in Nottingham on
Friday evening with a couple
of friends from University. My
Eldar Swordwind army was
safely packed and ready for
the coming conflict. Little did
I know that my first challenge
would not wait until the
following morning. After
checking in to our hotel, we
decided that a curry and few
pints were the order of the
evening. We duly set out and
located a suitable curry
house followed by a pub.
Unfortunately, something
didn’t entirely agree with me
and I woke up shortly after
midnight feeling distinctly
unwell.
After an unsettled night
where I got about three
hours sleep, I arrived at
Warhammer World looking
distinctly the worse for wear
and in desperate need of
coffee. After a very large mug
of coffee, I was just starting
to feel a bit more human
(stretching the term, I know)
when I found out who my
first opponent was going to
be. A Tyranid player with a
very interesting experimental
army containing fifty
Genestealers!
After I stopped panicking, I
decided that I could probably
deal with this brood of
chitinous monstrosities
provided I kept my cool. I
used the Warp Spiders to
shred several times their
own number of stealers
during the course of the
game. I kept my Scorpions in
cover so that they could
double fire and then still
strike first, even when
charged by Stealers. The
Banshees with their masks
were at less risk from high
Initiative creatures and so I
used them as a mobile fire
brigade.
The battle was a storming
success, Stealers
evaporated under a hail of
sustained fire and the
survivors were hacked to
pieces by the Banshees and

Scorpions. The final few
rounds of Close Combat
involved a suitably cinematic
showdown between my
Avatar and the Hive Tyrant.
The Avatar’s invulnerable
save came in very handy and
he slew the beast in the final
round of the game, thus
earning me a massacre.
My second game didn’t go
quite as smoothly when I
faced an Ork Speedfreak
army. The real thorn in my
side was a looted Leman
Russ tank. It was a very open
board and I was scared to
death of my troops getting
annihilated by that big
Ordnance template. I
hesitated which was a fatal
mistake. I let my opponent
grab the initiative and his
Orks were all over me before
I could deal with them. The
Leman Russ was finally
destroyed by my Fire
Dragons but by then it was
too late. My Wraithlords put
on a good showing and I
managed to claw back some
points in the final turns so
that it was only a minor
defeat.
My big mistake was to get
too scared of the Battle
cannon on the tank. I should
have gritted my teeth and
advanced, he would only
have got one or two shots off
and although they would
have hurt, it would probably
have been better than
allowing his Orks to flank me
and demolish my units
piecemeal.
The third game was against
Imperial Guard. By this time
my late night was catching
up with me and I blew the
game by not concentrating
properly. I had decided to
play a refused flank but
when I saw two Basilisks
lined up on the other flank, I
deployed a Wraithlord with
Brightlance opposite them
thinking I could pop them for
some easy points. I should
have stuck to my original
plan and had both
Wraithlords advancing
through the woods with the

rest of my forces. I fired six
brightlance shots at one
Basilisk and didn’t manage
to penetrate its armour once!
In return, the heavy weapons
eventually brought the
Wraithlord in that flank
down. If I had kept both
Wraithlords together, they
would have taken more of
the heavy weapons fire that
ended up being directed at
my advancing assault troops.
It also would have denied the
Basilisks line of sight to any
easy targets.
As it was, my troops were
forced to advance on three
heavy weapons teams and a
Leman Russ Exterminator.
There was just too much fire
directed at them and my
assault broke up under the
“dice bucket” effect. I
suffered a major defeat and
gloomily packed away my
army, wonderng how I would
fare the next day.
Saturday evening’s
entertainment brightened my
mood considerably as we
were treated to an audience
with Andy chambers who
showed us the release
schedule for the next twelve
months! I also got some
more details from Pete
Haines as to other
developments in the works
for 40K. I can’t remember
everything but I have tried to
summarise all the fun
goodies:

• Autumn; Codex Chaos

Space Marines. There’s
some lovely stuff coming
including a new Daemon
Prince and the first
dedicated chaos vehicle in
the form of a daemon
engine.

• Codex Daemon Hunters.

This codex will focus on
the forces of the
Inquisition. It will also
include rules for Grey
Knight, Deathwatch and
Sisters of Battle armies.
These are the Chambers
Militant of the Ordos
Malleus, Xenos and
Hereticus respectively.
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• New C’tan. They refused

to state which one but I
think that it may be the
Outsider since the Dragon
is already established as
being asleep on Mars.

• Necrons. Variant army

lists will be produced for
the servents of each of
the four C’tan.

• Tau, a new faction of the
Tau military will emerge
that do not obey the
Ethereals.

• Codex Eye of Terror. This

will be a campaign codex
similar to Codex
Armageddon which will
detail Addabon’s latest
black crusade. Armies
covered with be a Chaos
crusade army list,
Cadians, a new Eldar
Craftworld list and a
missing Space Wolf Great
Company (could it be the
Wulfen?).

• Eldar Harlequins will

finally get a proper codex
and new models including
plastics. The timeframe
for this is 18-24 months
though so don’t expect to
see them before 2004.

• Eldar are getting a revamp

too. The Avatar is being
upgraded to proper
greater daemon stats but
will be moved to the
Special Characters
section. A new HQ level
Exarch will be introduced
as an alternative choice
for leading Eldar armies.
Sunday morning saw me
feeling considerably better
after a good night’s sleep
and I was optimistic about
my chances against my first
opponent’s Khornate chaos
Space Marines. In fact I
massacred them. My forces
struck on both flanks while
the Avatar and Spiders held
the centre. I wiped out nearly
everything that came my
way. The crowning glory of
the battle was when my
Warp Spiders shredded a
Bloodthirster after it failed to
sweep into combat with
them. Even my Fire dragons
did quite well killing some
Berserkers in close combat
and holding them up long
enough for the Avatar to
come along and carve the
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rest into novelty souvenirs.
This left me doing quite well
at the start of the final game,
facing a Black Templars
army. By strange
coincidence, I was fighting
on the same board where I
had been comprehensively
thrashed by Imperial Guard
the day before. Determined
to learn from my mistakes
the day before, I chose the
same board edge and set for
a proper flank attack. This
time I ignored the temptation
of putting my Brightances
near the Vindicator and
prepared to a co-ordinated
strike.
The strike got off to a shaky
start when my opponent got
first turn and managed to
move his Dreadnought so
that he could sneak a
Lascannon shot at the
Banshees in their Wave
Serpent. The Serpent
crashed and burned taking
nearly half the squad with it.
Although I had done my best
to set up everything in cover,
there just weren’t enough
trees to hide everything. To
make matters worse, the
surviving Banshees failed
their break test and legged it
back towards the Dark
Reapers. Not a good start at
all!

The law of averages seemed
not to apply to these guns and
I ended up dealing with
vehicles either using my warp
spiders to get round the rear or
in close combat.
Things picked up from then
on with everything going
much more smoothly. My
Warp Spiders did brilliantly,
cutting down a tactical
squad in hand to hand
before vaporising a
dreadnought by getting
round to it’s rear armour.
The Vindicator got off one
scary shot but only managed
to shake the Falcon before
the Avatar sliced it to pieces
in close combat. As my
forces pressed home the
advantage, my opponent
retreated his fragile stuff out

of range and zoomed his
command squad off to
contest a final table quarter.
In the final reckoning, I won
the game by 550 points. A
minor victory but I was only a
tantalizing 50 points away
from scoring a major victory.
If I had been able to get my
spiders in range of the last
rhino, it could have made all
the difference.
Looking back on the battle, a
couple of things summarise
the performance of the army
overall. Warp Spiders are
excellent! I have used them
before with mixed results but
here they did me proud. They
killed many times their
points cost in battle and in
three games, they survived
intact to grab me a table
quarter at the end too. My
Brightlances were firing
blanks that weekend. I fired
roughly forty brightlance
shots over the course of the
five games and I only
managed to destroy a single
tank with them! The law of
averages seemed not to
apply to these guns and I
ended up dealing with
vehicles either using my
warp spider to get round the
rear or in close combat.
Wraithlords are brilliant. On
several occasions, I used
them to anchor my forces or
take on virtually any
opponents. I ran into enough
power players that weekend
that I don’t really feel guilty
about fielding two
Wraithlords and an Avatar in
a 1500 game. The two
games I lost happened
because I didn’t concentrate
properly and stick to my
battle plans. I could probably
have done better in both of
those games with the same
dice rolls if I had just used
my units better.
So, when the dust settled
and all the scores for
painting and background
were added in, I was
delighted to come in 28th
place. Pretty good going out
of 180 entrants. I won my
place in the final; the only
question now is how can I
improve my army between
now and then?
Matt Pinto

In the absence of any photos of
Matt’s eldar army, here’s a
picture of the master himself

And his Blood Angels...

And my Wraithlord trying
(unsuccessfully) to eat one of
them
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PROPHECIES OF DARKNESS
THE TIME OF THE MOON: CHAPTER ONE

Principle Cast
Whitworth, a blackFred Whitworth
smith apprenticed to his
father’s forge, a tinkerer who
daydreams more than he
works, his mind filled with
gadgets and machines, fanciful buildings, and grand
designs.
Crystal Charmer,
Charmer a Bard, and
bastard daughter of the Lord
Tellic, one of the Princes of
Loudwater’s ruling Merchant
Guild. Crystal is working as
a cleaner in the Temple of
Selune when the survivors
from the devastation of Starside arrive.
Kateline Selune,
Selune an up and
coming priestess of the
moon goddess Selune. Is
accompanies the group on
their quest to rescue Starside villagers from a Goblin
Tribe.

Occurring in the Month of
Marpenoth,
a tenday and three days
after the festival of
Highharvestide, in The year
of Wild Magic
Diary
Diary Extracts
Day 4 “Prophecy of
Darkness”
While the Priestess of Selune
is healing the survivors, Fred
is joined by Crystal Charmer,
a Bard who works at the
Temple. They begin to
investigate some of the
events surrounding the
destruction of Starside and
the appearance of the
“Spider-Demon”, first in the
Temple Library, then in the
Library at Loudwater Castle,
where they meet the resident
mage, Hagfast.
They discover that a dwarf
called Stoneheart who lived
250 years ago prophesied a
pending “Time of Darkness”.
Further investigation
revealed that Stoneheard
was the Seer and
Huntmaster of the last true
Lord of Loudwater, Baron
D’Sinta. Stoneheart was
involved romantically with
the Baroness just before the
Barons untimely death, for
which beasts from the forest
where blamed. He and the
Baroness combined to curse
the forest before he “got
religion” and retired to a
tower in the forest, now
protected by the curse,

Proof, there’re some roleplayers at SMS

leaving the Baroness a lonely
and bitter widow.
Day 5 “Into The Night”
Crystal is relatively
successful in her attempt to
gather supplies, she
manages to talk a
shopkeeper into giving her
several loaves of bread and
a small barrel of beer. She
follows the others to the
camp, but unfortunately the
beer is leaking slowly and
she leaves a trail behind her.
Also the beer is spoilt, and by
the time she reaches the
camp she stinks of rotting
hops. When she reaches the
camp and her companions
mention this, she throws
herself in the river to get rid
of the smell.
Day 6 “The Pea Green Bard”
The next morning Fred is
awoken when a visitor
arrives at the camp looking
for him. Kolvin, now Sir
Kolvin, brings news that a
single survivor from the
Starside Village Militia has
arrived back at Loudwater.
The Militia followed the
attacking Goblins back onto
the Moor, and tracked them
to their camp. In the battle
that followed most of the
Militia where killed, although
a few where captured.
Fred agrees to accompany
Kolvin, his two squires, and a
priestess of Selune called
Kateline, into the Moors to
attempt to rescue them.
Listening into the
conversation, the Bard
Crystal also volunteers to go
with them. On hearing that
his friends from the village
are being held captive, Rob
also joins the expedition.
Before setting of into the
Moors they return to
Loudwater for supplies. They
purchase food and drink,
borrow horses from the
Temple, and go shopping.
Fred buys a midnight black
cloak and boots. Crystal,
without much in the way of
money, tries her luck again.
She manages to sweettalk
the shopkeeper into giving

her for free a bright peagreen cloak and matching
bots. Overjoyed, Crystal
agrees to take them, along
with the large piece of green
leather that remains from
their construction.
They set off around the
forest. After an uneventful
day they camp for the
evening, using Crystals
tarpaulin as part of their
camp. Kateline notices that
Pearl’s cloak feels slimy to
the touch. Holding it up to
the light they notice that it
has a slight pattern upon it –
resembling scales.
At one point they sense
movement in the woods, and
are accosted by the
transformed appearance of
their former friend, Pearl,
now with darkened skin and
a somewhat more arachnid
appearance. They scare off
the attack and continue on
their way, camping for the
evening at the base of the
waterfall over the highside
cliffs. When Crsytal attempts
to take off her cloak she is
quite reluctant to let go of it.
Kateline examines the cloak
from a distance, and decides
that it is evil.
Day 7 “Into the Green and
Black”
Before they climb the cliffs
Kateline takes the cloak,
boots and tarpaulin, blesses
them in the name of Selune,
then shreds them and seals
the remains in a sack. By the
time they reach the top of
the cliffs the material has
reformed into one solid
piece.
Day 8 “The Attack of
Horsepit Ridge”
As they are breaking camp
the next morning Fred spots
movement on the ridge
above them. He quietly
informs the others, and they
all turn to stare upwards.
Hidden among the rocks and
bushes they spy several
small green humanoid
shapes, Goblins they guess.
They begin to discuss a plan
for bypassing them when the
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humanoids begin firing
arrows down at them.
Kolvin and his two squires
are quickly to horse,
charging up the ridge with
weapons drawn. The others
make haste to string their
bows then take aim on the
creatures above.
As the knights clear the crest
of the ridge their horses
stumble at the edge of a
spike filled pit that stretches
across the trail. Kolvin’s
mount manages to clear the
pit, but his squires are not so
lucky.
With Kolvin’s mighty blade
and the others picking off
Goblins by arrows from
below they eventually fight
their way to victory. All but
two of the Goblins are killed,
although Kolvin takes a
number of grievous arrow
wounds for his troubles.
They rescue the squires and
their mounts from the pit,
then Kolvin and Kateline call
on the healing power of
Selune to seal their wounds.
They then turn to question
their two captives. One is the
warband’s leader, an
intelligent, arrogant, Goblin
who speaks the common
tongue and insists that his
captors should torture him
and then kill him. The other,
so the leader informs them,
is the tribe’s idiot, who was
foisted upon his warband by
the tribe’s chieftain. They tie
up both of the captives and
mound them on the back of
one of the horses.
They travel further that day,
but it soon becomes
apparent that the Knights
are suffering some kind of
after affect from the battle.
Kateline takes time to
examine them and pray
silently to her goddess. A
faint blue glow spreads
around the four of them,
flecked with black flecks
around the site of their
recent wounds. With a
worried look Kateline rises
from her meditations and
informs them that they have
been poisoned.
Day 9 “The Night of
Portents”
Crystal is awoken by noises
during what should have
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The Time of the Moon
been Kolvin’s
The Time of the Moon is a roleplaying campaign using the new 3rd Edition
watch.
D&D rules that a group of Muppets play during most SMS meetings.
She stumbles out
Setting
of her bedroll to
find that the fire
The campaign is set in
has almost gone the Forgotten Realms,
out. She cannot
in an area known
see Kolvin
as the Savage
anywhere, so she Frontier, 370
walks around the miles due east
edge of the camp, from
trying to discover Waterdeep.
the noise that
The Savage
awoke her. An
Frontier is home
arrow thuds into
to rough-andthe ground near
tumble free cities,
her foot as she
armed mining
recognises a
camps, trading posts,
number of small
fiercely independent farmers, and wandering tribes of barbarians. This is a
figures moving
wilderness only lightly touched by human settlement, home to bloodthirsty
around the
marauders and terrible beasts that can descend on a settlement with no
horses. She
warning whatsoever. All able-bodied folk go armed here, even is sight of their
rushes back to
stockades and city walls.
the camp,
shouting to wake The folk of the frontier are alert, serious, and self-reliant. Most owe fealty to
everyone else up. no lord and prize their hard lifestyle. The lands of the North temper folk to
steel. The comforts, vanities, and decadence of the southern cities have no
Fred, Rob and
place in this cold, hard realm.
Kateline are
While some settlers come to these lands in search of territory to call their
quickly on their
feet and readying own, most are drawn by the great wealth of the frontier – valuable furs, vast
forests, and rich ores in the snowy mountains. Ore and timber flow down the
weapons as
Crystal tells them vast rivers of this land to the cities of the Sword Coast, or over the Black Road
of the Zhents and across Anauroch to the Moonsea and the Dales.
that Goblins are
Tony Walls
trying to get the
horses. They rush Missing Muppet
towards the
attackers, with a
cry of “Kill the Goblins, they
and both thumbs hacked off.
are pinching the food!” from
Crystal calls Kateline back to
of their captive warchief.
Supporting Cast
examine the wounds.
The skirmish is quick, with
Rob
Fairweather,
Fairweather a half-elven
Kateline gently tries to
the Goblin raiders quickly
forester.
He finds himself
question the Goblin, but
disappearing into the night.
somewhat of an outsider
cannot understand what it is
from the mainly human
Returning to the tents they
trying to tell her, so she turns
village where his mother
angrily approach Kolvin.
to the other captive. It
works as a netsmith for one
When he fails to answer their
explains that their goddess,
of the many ships that fish
calls, they enter his tent to
the Demon creature Yilloloth,
the Highstar lake. Rob
find him and his squires in a
sent its envoy to punish its
spends most of his time with
feverish state, and only semiformer follower for
his elven father, a brother in
conscious. Kateline calls
disobeying commands.
the Ashen Order, from whom
upon her medical knowledge
Desperately using handhe is learning the ways of the
to determine that the poison
signs the injured Goblin
wild.
is spreading, and they are
eventually manages to tell
going to die unless she can
Kolvin Jerrin
Jerrin, the newest
Kateline that the poison is
get them back to the temple.
member
of the Order of
evil, and that she should use
Light, Kolvin is undergoing
Meanwhile Crystal was given
her power drive it out.
his vigil of knighthood at the
the task of tying up their
Kateline follows the Goblins
temple of Selune. Kolvin
prisoners again. This time
suggestion, and the Knights
was born in the village of
she decided to search them
slowly begin to recover.
Starside, although he now
first, starting with the ‘idiot’.
In ‘conversation’ with the
lives in Loudwater with the
Her search does not get very
goblin later, the Kateline
rest of the Order.
far, for she finds blood upon
asks her to take vows as a
the captives hands and
Lilabeth Durn,
Durn Priestess of
wanderer of Selune.
trickling from its mouth.
Selune and administrator of
Eventually the goblin agrees,
Dragging it over towards the
the Temple in Loudwater.
and as the sun rises over the
fading light of the fire Crystal
horizon she tells them that
Hagfast,
Hagfast head of the very
finds that the poor creature
her name will be “Dawn”.
small wizards guild based in
has had its tongue cut out
Loudwater Castle.
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W H AT O N E A R T H P O S S E S S E D Y O U
TO PICK THIS ARMY?

This man must
be mad, here’s
yet another
article from
Mr Jenkin.

“To all who would
oppose us we say only
this: Death is all that
you shall know.”
Jik’sen
Chapter Master of the Bubonic Monks

A question that I get asked a
lot, and also that I hear
bounced around GW and
Clubs, is are you insane?
Oops, wrong question. Why
do you collect that army?
What attracted you to them
in the first place? And why
did you pick that unit? I think
I’ll address the unit thing in a
different article, otherwise I’ll
be typing up a book here.
Welcome to the rollercoaster
mind of a mad collector. I’ll
start this with a single word.
Penguin. It has absolutely no
bearing on the rest of the
article but I like them so it’s
in.
Firstly why 40K and not
Warhammer? Guns. Tanks.
Sci-Fi. I’m not big on this
Land of Fantasy stuff and
never have been. I prefer my
films, stories, TV stuff to
have spaceships and things
rather than Dragons – and I
mean no offence to any
dragons that might be
reading this.
Having said that I do think
that Warhammer may come
along later, along with some
of the other games but, for
the moment, my future lays
some 40,000 years down
the road.
So, on to the armies then,
and I’ll keep it brief here …
and one other point that may
increase the insanity state; I
bought the game in 1999
but, due to moving house, I
didn’t paint my first figure

until March 2000. So in two
years and four months I’ve
done this …
Dark Eldar – “Kabal of the
Nefarious Spleen” – 2,500
Points
Simple reason for collecting
them? They came with the
box set. What? Is that it? Er,
yes. At the time I had no idea
who any of the races were,
why they were here or how
good they were. So I bought
the Codex and then
proceeded to buy just about
every model that had ever
been made. It was a mad
first few months and it has
taken nearly two years to
paint up all that I had; and I
still have a few bits left to do.
I’ve continued collecting
them because I like the
darkness behind them, the
ease of paint schemes and
some of the nasty, horrible,
killy things you can come up
with for them. Plus there’s
the pleasure of turning up
with the Weakest Link and
proceeding to hand someone
their army in pieces 1 –
normally someone in a GW
store who proceeds to
snigger when the DE appear
only to abruptly stop when
their pride and joy Land
Raider is blown up on turn
one, done that, been there –
really upset a Space Wolf
player.
My favourites to paint? The
Talos, Wyches and Raiders –
which is lucky considering
the number of flying things I
have. And the Wych painting
has nothing to do with the
amount of bare skin on the

figures 2.
Flesh Tearers – “The
Bubonic Monks” – 2,000
Points
They came with the box set
and then I found the BA
Codex, I was then sold
because of the Death
Company and the models
that went with it 3. The whole
concept of marines
succumbing to a black rage
that forced them to get out
the paint pots really
appealed to my warped mind
and so I built a BA army.
They’ve become Flesh
Tearers recently because I
found out you could have
Death Company
Dreadnoughts as well –
which is cool – and bound to
get me in trouble with the
Dairy Discipline Board. Do I
care? Penguin!
Necrons – “PX“PX-0967” –
2,000 Points
Now this is not a difficult
one. My favourite film of all
time is “The Terminator” (yes
it even knocks “Star Wars”
from the top spot). I have
always loved Sci-Fi robots
going berserk and up comes
a race of robots with mean
guns and shiny hands. Could
I say no?
One came free with White
Dwarf ages and ages ago
when I was doing Epic and,
for some reason, I kept the
figure. Years later he has
been joined by many friends
and a Codex and the Army is
growing quite merrily 4 and
can be heard singing “I ho, I
ho, it’s off to harvest we go.
With a bucket and spade
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and a hand grenade to blow
up all and co.”
Chaos – “The Serpents of
Ferrius” – 1,000 Points
This one was slightly
different. After Dark Eldar
and Flesh Tearers I wanted a
more shooty army. So time to
go through the choices then:
Tau – not out yet (this was
about six months before they
were due) and I want an
Army now! Imperial Guard –
how many figures!?! How
much painting!?! Hmm
maybe not yet then.
So that leaves me with what
then? Imperial Marines?
Nah, already got some. Oh
how about Chaos then? Any
shooty armies in there? Iron
Warriors you say? Let’s have
a look at the IA article then.
Extra Heavy Support.
Corrupted Basilisk! Oh yes!
Quick catch that wallet
before it gets over the wire.
And so the Serpents of
Ferrius were born from a
desire to build a shooty
army, and now I’m eagerly
awaiting the new Codex to
see what other lovelies I can
add in.
Conclusion
So what’s the over-riding
factors here when I choose
an army?:
1. Armies are built because I
like the figures
2. Armies are built from a
desire to have a particular
type of army
3. Armies are built because I
can do my own
background and paint
schemes
4. Armies are NOT built
because of stat lines
In fact points values are
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something that will
eventually be looked at when
I’m trying to decide which
units, beyond my favourites,
to put in my first 1000 point
army before expanding it
beyond sensible boundaries;
they don’t form any part of
my initial army selection
process, and for some
reason I feel the need to
stick my tongue out and go
nya-nya-nya.
Obviously this is just me.
Everyone has their own
reasons for wanting to build
an army. Armies take a lot of
time and commitment to
develop and you’re going to
get to love your colour
scheme in intimate detail;
which is why I like having
multiple armies on the go:
gives me something different
to paint when I get bored of
one colour scheme!
The Future
My mad, warped and
seriously unhealthy
obsession with new armies
carries on unabated, whilst
expanding the existing
armies just for the fun of it.
The Fifth Army is already on
the painting table and is up
to 500 points painted, the
other 1000 points are in
various stages of being built,
undercoated and so on.
They’re on hold temporarily
whilst I build the Kroot for
Games Day. So expect
September/October to
involve getting this army
done. And no, I’m not going
to tell you who they are. So
there. Clues? Imperial. Power
Armour.
And, scarily, my Sixth Army is
also decided upon. No
models yet and I’m trying to
persuade the wife that I

really need to buy everything
now, even though there’s no
chance of it seeing a pot of
paint before December 5.
You want clues for this one
as well? Imperial. Power
Armour. Hmm.
Seventh Army? Necrons part
two. This will be my
tournament army for next
year so still in
the planning
stages at the
moment – and
this one will
contradict
everything
you’ve read so
far! Points are
important here
as are units
and their roles
on the
battlefield, so
this one gets
built based on battlefield
experience over a period of
time. I can tell you that it will
not be Boltgun Metal but I’ll
leave the actual colour
scheme as a surprise for you
6.
Eighth Army? In the desert
trying to catch Rommel. No?
Well I may be about to
embark on a peculiar army
but it’ll depend on a few
things first. Namely money,
the wife, patience,
conversion skills and a
desire to paint lots of figures.
So some way off but ideas
already bouncing around.
Clues? Not Imperial. No
Power Armour.
And then there’s number
Nine. Actually no there isn’t.
Not yet anyway. Give me a
moment or two though …
Nick(ron) Jenkin
Metal Muppet

Notes
1 Obviously not using the hammer
kind of pieces, rather a unit at a
time in a dead state style pieces.
Sheesh.
2 Honest. Look, really, really honest
face here. Stop it. I mean it. ….
3 And I’m thiiiisss close to starting a
Death Company Army. Good Grief,
DM.
4 I must have a word with GW
Winchester about this Nikron
nickname that I seem to have
collected.
5 Well it’ll see the paint pots but a
brush will not be heading their way.
Except by accident. So instead
they’ll join the small pile of
unpainted minis cluttering up (to
use my Wife’s description) the spare
room.
6 In other words I have no idea what
it is yet
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MARTYRS OF THE VOID

OR HOW I INTEND TO BUILD A MARINE ARMY THAT
CONSISTS PURELY OF TERMINATORS

For those of you keeping
track of my madness this is
army number 61. Now I
wasn’t going to tell you who
they were until you had a
chance to beat them up but
I’ve been inspired by Paul
Sawyer’s Chaos Army articles
in White Dwarf. So I’m letting
them out of the bag early.
Hopefully I’ll be able to show
you how I’m going about
building this bunch and how
they get on in battle.
Now I realise that the
Newsletter is every three
months and that a lot of
people will have finished an
army in that time but not me.
I’m not the fastest painter in
the world and I do tend to be
doing several projects at
once. For instance my
building and painting tables2
currently have elements/
units for the Flesh Tearers,
Necrons, Iron Warriors, Kroot
for Gamesday, Army number
5 and, now, the Deathwing!!
As to what I paint that
depends on my mood, what
army is going out to play next
or any other deadline that
might be looming; so all this
means that the Deathwing
may take quite some time to
get organised. 3
I’m going to split this series
of articles into biteable
chunks. I’ll try and stay on
subject as much as my
typing allows. Future ones
will include my attempts at
painting them, their first
battles at various points
values (if I can find some
volunteers to rip through
them) and the ever
expanding world of the
Martyrs of the Void ….

This first article then will be
all about: Drum roll please:
Why the Deathwing?
What’s in the Army List?
How the heck do I finance
this?
What Paint Scheme have you
come up with?
Why the Deathwing?
Two words. Land Raider. Yes
the mighty tank of the
Marines needed a new
home. I have an insane
desire to have more than
one in a marine army, be it
Imperial or Chaos, and I set
myself a likkle taskette
about finding some way to
fulfil this dream, without
encountering too many
members of the Dairy
Inhibitor Product Society (or
DIPS for short).
Flesh Tearers? Er no. I can
have one tank of any sort but
that’s it. And if anything this
lot deserve the Crusader
variant as they have some
nice Termies with Lightning
Claws that need delivering.
Still working on the plan for
getting that one through the
door.
Chaos? Possibly, especially
with the multiple Heavy
Support units that my IW can
take but the new Codex has
a new vehicle in it, the
Defiler I’ve read somewhere,
and I just can’t see me
getting two LRs with Havocs,
Dreads, Preds, Basilisk,
Vindicator and the new tank
all vying for the slots.
So it came down to the
Imperial side again. What
chapter could I do that had
the chance to field multiple
LR’s. Any, just about. But I
don’t want to have to paint
up another chapter just to
field LR’s and I’m not going
to change my Flesh Tearers
now! 4
Whilst I was in this bout of
despair I bought the newly
revised Dark Angels Codex
and was flicking through this
when I found the Deathwing
models. Then I spotted the
Deathwing Army entry and in
nice black and white it says

the only vehicles allowed are
Dreadnoughts and Land
Raiders. Yes!!!! Splendid.
Right then that’s that sorted.
All I need to do now is work
out what I can get in a 1500
point army, how much it’ll
cost and how the heck I’m
supposed to finance it. 5
What’s in the Army List?
Just to spice things up I’ve
actually come up with two
variant lists6. One with a
Crusader in it and one
without any tanks yet, but
you’ve just gone on about
them! I know. But the sheer
scale of a LR scares me so
I’m starting small and
working up to it – after all
I’ve still got to sort out a
paint scheme.
How the heck do I finance
this?
There were a couple of
options presented to me
when I mentioned this new
army desire to the wife.
Some of them I won’t repeat
now and the others I won’t
mention at all. I think the
phrase “What the heck do
you need another army for?
What about all those
unpainted models?” came in
somewhere.
After a quick calculation I
realised I was going to need
£200+ to finance this. Eek.
So how much in the savings
account? Don’t you dare. Ah.
Hello dear. Eventually I found
that I could sell things on
eBay and, having been an
avid, mad collector of many
things over the years, I could
finally kill 2 birds etc. I could
finance an army and I could
clear some space in the
house, which pleases her
that needs to be happy.
So with the green light much
in evidence the question was
where to buy it from. I
decided to buy the whole lot
in one go as it’s much easier
to get discounts. Step
forward Chelgames up in
Gloucester. Using ye olde
Internet I managed to order
the majority from them, the
Lightning Claws and bits

from GW (the best bitz
service around) and the
Autocannon arm from
Forgeworld. A nice spread
and no speaking to people at
all. Oh and the Crusader
came from GW Guildford.7
What Paint Scheme have you
come with then?
Er. None. Several ideas have
bounced around and I think
that Liche Purple is going to
feature somewhere in there
but not sure about anything
else yet.
I’ll update you on this one
once I’ve got a test figure
sorted out. Meanwhile, if
all’s gone to plan, there
should be a picture around
here of all the bits as they
arrived.
Next time on the Martyrs of
the Void:

• Will the terminators come
out of their blisters?

• Will glue be involved?

How about Undercoat
Spray?

• And will a Paint Scheme

present itself before the
New Year?
All this and more on the next
exciting installment of
Martyrs of the Void!!!
I love the smell of a new
army in the morning …
Nick Jenkin
Notes
1 We’re not a number we’re a free
army.
2 Yes that is plural. Scary to think
that I have too much on the go at
once for a single table.
3 Of course it also depends on
whether my 4 year old son wants me
to play with him, watch cartoons
(Scooby Doo is still as good all these
years after I first watched it) or
whether there are dishes to do.
4 You can almost hear the strop
building can’t you?
5 Conveniently forgetting how many
other things I still have to paint.
6 It was actually about 12 lists but I
thought I’d better tie it down a bit.
7 Wherever we go there always
seems to be a GW. Very strange.
Can’t pin down just exactly how that
happens, but suffice to say that we’ll
be in Blackpool later this summer
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D U S T & D E C AY

DEATH GUARD 13TH COMPANY
By the time you read this,
chances are my new army
will have already been to the
club, so here’s a quick run
down of how and why it
came about.1
Well… after almost three
years of painting almost
nothing but eldar (and lets
face it, 4500 points is
probably enough for the time
being), a couple of months
ago I decided I had really
had enough of them.2
So what next?
Well, my Blood Angel’s had
been coming on slowly over
the some time period but I
had no real enthusiasm
finish the models I’ve started
let alone start even more.3
I was even musing that with
the new Codex:
Demonhunters out later this
year some of them might end
up as Grey Knights, but alas,
I think not.
So what else was there?
Well, the Tau are quite nice,
but I’d just finished a
firepower army and I didn’t
relish painting all those clean
battlesuits and fire warriors.
I even considered Necrons,
they’re easy I thought,

boltgun metal spray
and a nice day and a
could virtually paint
an entire army.
And then I spotted
something in the
painting draw. Just
before I started my
eldar army and got
back into playing
Warhammer 40000,
I’d undercoated a
single Nurgle Renegade
model. Ah, I thought, I could
unpack that Death Guard
army I’ve been collecting bits
for over the last few years.4
And then came the devious
plan, if I could devise a
relatively straight forward
colour scheme (something
involving spray cans) I could
even finish this new army in
a reasonable amount of
time. Umm, cunning…
A couple of hours later, my
prototype was done. And he
didn’t look too bad either.
So the next thing was to root
through the stack of
unopened blisters that filled
my WH40K box and finish
my first squad and my
Commander5. A week later6
they were almost finished.
Next up was my first

transport, a Rhino I picked
up on the cheap from Attack
2002. Quickly followed by
another squad of Plague
Marines. That was 500
points done and ready for
battle.
Now on to the good stuff,
some possessed marines,
mostly made up form bits
from the club’s bits box7
soon followed by some
Plague Bearers and tanks
(as of writing this, I haven’t
quite got that far).
Although its not finished yet,
this army is on course and
could even be done by the
end of the year. That said
there will be that new Codex
in September… Oh dear
more toys.8
Richard Kerry

When the Death Guard were first ‘blessed’ by Father Nurgle, not all of them fell wholeheartedly at
his knees. Some resisted, at least for a time. The 13th Company of the Death Guard was made up
of those who fell into this category, a rag-tag assortment for those in the legion who would not
follow their Primarch blindly to damnation. Instead of heading to Earth with their battle-brothers,
the 13th Company sought a cure for the affliction that had consumed their legion. Their quest, in
the midst of the Horus Hersey, led them to the dead world of Aden.
On Aden their disease was slowed although not cured. Exploring the ruins scattered across the
planetwide desert, the Legionnaires discovered techniques for prolonging their lives almost
indefinitely. But as their bodies started to slowly rot away, they finally turned to the Lord of Decay.
Father Nurgle had been patient, and accepted the last of the Death Guard into his flock without
reservation. Then the Imperium came to Aden.
Approximately two centuries after Horus’ defeat on Terra, the Imperial Army landed on Aden,
ready to remove any remaining pockets of resistance. However, they were unprepared to
encounter an entire battle company of marines, even one as depleted as 13th Company. The
slaughter was almost complete and those guardsmen who survived in battle, were quickly
consumed by the diseases that hung in the very air of the dead planet .
It was obvious that Aden would once again come under the Imperium’s eye, but a solution was at
hand. Amongst the ruins, the Death Guard had found an ancient warp-gate. They buried their own
battle barge beneath the sands of Aden and used the gate system to explore other long dead
worlds. Over time they have gained a notorious reputation as raiders and quite an extensive cult
following on the few human worlds they have infiltrated.
As of the 41st millennia, 13th Company still operate throughout human space and beyond the
Imperium’s boarders, completely relocating periodically (and apparently randomly), recruiting
followers as they go. And unlike their brothers, 13th Company still remain free of the Eye of Terror
and plague worlds. Instead they wander worlds of sand, dust and decay.

My eldar are virtually
finished, I’m not really in
fantasy mode at the moment
so I’m not painting Skaven,
so here’s the tale of my
latest army to hit the wartorn universe of Warhammer
40000.

The Death Guard Legion as
they were first seen on the side
of the Space Marine box (that
was a VERY long time ago)

Notes
1 Complete with notes just like one
of Nick ‘Mike Walker’ Jenkin’s
articles.
2 And there’s STILL more in the
painting queue.
3 There are two Land Speeders in
the painting draw (yes, there’s a
strange filing system to my painting
table) which were sprayed before I
moved house, and will probably be
there when I move again.
4 As blindly sensibly as this may
seem, it was only the lack of the
funds and generally poor state of my
bank account at the time that made
this seem like a good idea.
5 Who is almost more Space Marine
than Chaos Space Marine as I
started to raid the Blood Angel’s bits.
6 Which roughly translates to one,
maybe two nights of painting.
7 This has proved to be rather good
as I’ve made up a complete unit of
seven marines for around £3.
8 For the record Toys tend to be
silver coloured. Technically speaking
plastics don’t fall into this category.
No, this isn’t going to convince
anyone is it.
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B E WA R E T H E
BIO-CRINES!

The Bio-crine genus of
Tyranids has been created
using the Tyranid design
rules from Chapter
Approved. It is clear that the
Hive Tyrants and Carnifexs
are very good at opening
tanks without the owners
permission. The problem is
that for a round or two your
troops are slogging their way
across the battlefield
susceptible to anything with
a trigger! Time for some
more BIG ‘NIDS!
I set about designing a
beastie with a nasty attitude
and breath that can buckle
plate armour over long
distances. I soon realised
that the larger tyranid guns
cost A LOT(!) if you want
multiple, high strength shots.
Devourers, I cried! So the
Bio-crine was born. I haven’t
modelled then with beards,
but there is a definite facial
hair connection. Still, its not
often a ‘nid player watches a
Space Marine Predator (with
more lascannons than is
polite!) reduced to a smoking
lump in the first turn.
Making these larger models
is good, rewarding fun and is
a good way to make your
swarm stand out from the
eerrrrr…. hive fleet.
Nathan White
Bug Muppet

racing to provide fire
support for its comrades.
Several of the jagged spears
struck the side of the tank,
one shredding the tracks
just before another drilled
through the sides of the
metal construct and
detonated something inside.
The machine ripped itself
apart amid a flash of
destruction.
Finishing off the smaller
Tyranids, the marines
started towards this new
threat. The chanting of their
crusading oath was

anything
around them.
Through the
maelstrom of
claws and
talons could be seen the
flash of bolt pistol and the
spray from chainswords
biting deep. The sea of
creatures ebbed, the Black
Templars holding firm
against this storming
assault. A crashing nearby
announced the arrival of
something more menacing.
Raising itself up to loom over
the tops of some trees, a
huge Tyranid monstrosity
seemed to spasm as it
moved. It sent a sheet of
projectiles lancing towards a
marine predator that was

As the rhino slew round to a
halt, it disgorged its
contents. The buzzing of
chainswords starting up
accompanied the heavy
crash of the rhinos troop
door hitting the floor. Black
armoured shapes charging
down the ramp towards the
approaching wave of
Tyranids. The chittering
mass of creatures, each
barely distinguishable from
the other, hurtled towards
the marines. The tide of
wicked limbs broke over the
dark forms of the human
warriors.
A thrashing frenzy broke
loose as the hive mind
directed the thoughtless
vessels to strike out at

drowned out as the massive
beast roared with a mouth
big enough to swallow any of
them whole. Then it charged.
In the sky above, shadows
drifted forwarded, more
giant fiends sending shards
of death down upon the
planets defenders. As the
dark cloud of terror past
onward, all that was left
were the shells of once
powerful vehicles,
surrounded by the broken
remains of their occupants.

BIO-CRINE
Bio-crine

Points/Model

WS

BS

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

Sv

205

4

4

10

7

3

2

2(3)

10

2+

The Bio-crine counts as a Heavy Support option for Tyranids and is a Tyranid Monstrous Creature.
Weapons: Scything Talons and bio-shard cannon (ranged, massive devourer).
Options: The Bio-crine can be given wings at +15 points. The Bio-crine can also be upgraded to a
Synapse Creature for +10 points.
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C A R N AG E ! !!

A QUICK BATTLE
REPORT

This was one of those rare
things, a battle not played at
a club meet. In an act of
righteous defiance we took
our armies to Paul’s abode
to scrap it out (ok, it was a
bank holiday weekend and
we had nothing better to do).
After playing some fairly
straight forward little 500
point games (basically an
excuse to clear out some
league results), we decided
The four armies eye each other from opposing corners
to go for a two vs two battle
to finish for the day, however
in close combat against my
but the remaining Fire
flicking though Chapter
plague marines (ah, revenge
Warriors weren’t going to go
Approved, guess who came
is sweet).
so
easily
and
held
the
rest
of
across the Carnage
Dave’s marines in a straight
Elsewhere, Paul
scenario…
had made a
The idea was
mad dash for
simple, four
the stargate,
armies arrayed
only to have all
in opposite
four of his
corners of the
drones on the
battlefield, and
objective shot
whoever
down by me
finished closest
while the rest of
to the centre by
his forces
the end of the
exchanged
game won. Easy
shots with
huh? Err, no.
Dave’s scouts.
Dave, followed
With the rest of
by Paul, then
his army was
myself, and
being slowly
finally Ross
eaten by
setup our forces
Plaguebearers,
(yes, my setup
Ross’s bikes
Tony keeps a watchful eye on his new lieutenant
was just that
exacted a bit of
dreadnought
revenge on
and a Rhino in the top
firefight. However, once
Dave,
quickly
overrunning his
picture). This give Dave the
Ross’s dreadnought moved
‘objective
getting’
squad and
initiative over the rest of us,
out of position, those attack
consolidating
on
to
the
but possibly gave myself and
bikes went off armour
objective
himself.
Ross the opportunity to nip
hunting. Unfortunately by the
And then we got into the
in and capture the objective
third turn they had also
random game length stuff,
at the last moment. Well that
taken out my dreadnought
anything but a one, and Dave
was the plan anyway.
and Rhino, effectively
rolled a one. Game over.
clearing the battlefield of any
First move; Dave’s attack
armour before getting caught
All I have say is, “I would
bike took out Paul’s Devilfish
have won if it
wasn’t for
those pesky
kids.”
Richard
Kerry
Rotten
Muppet

Ross’ warbikes roar towards the stargate, and victory

The Ke’Lshan
Expeditionary Force
For this battle Paul borrowed
Tony’s Tau army. That would
be lots of strength five
weapons then… Thankfully,
he didn’t take THAT tank.
The Sabretooths
Dave’s new marine
army was on the prowl again,
this time supported by some
rather mean bikes, but more
on that later.
Waagh Grimtoof
Warboss Grimtoof
also sent along some of his
lackeys. Actually, for 500
points Ross’ army looked
quite impressive. That’s a lot
of greenskins.
13th Company
You can learn more
about these boys elsewhere
in this month’s issue, suffice
to say, they aren't pretty.

“The aliens have
entered the orbit
master.”
“Umm, allow them to
land.”
“Master??”
“The sands of Aden
will consume them, and
if they to not, then we
shall take our father's
blessing to them.”
The eight foot killing
machine laughed
“Of course master. I
will prepare the
Company.”
The shadowy figure
simply nodded to the
Legionaire.
“...we shall reap souls.”
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THE MARCASSIAN
EMPIRE

There’s something moving to
the darkness, something
looking back at me.
Paul’s new Warhammer
40000 army are Tyranids
with a difference, cue the
cyber-bugs...

The Marcassian's were a
very violent and war like race
and proudly boasted to one
another of the honours they
had won on the battlefield.
As a proud race feuds would
erupt without warning like a
sleeping volcano and last
just as long or sometimes
rumble on for many
generations after the original
protagonists were dead and
buried. Alliances were
formed and broken when it
was to their advantage and
only matters of blood bound
them. Eventually a dozen or
so clans grew in power and
most of the infighting
subsided and city states and
provinces grew. The power of
these clans soon became
unravelled and peace
reigned. This state of affairs
existed for many centuries
but as some had foreseen a
races' nature can not be
denied and a global war
started.
The ancient Marcassian
civilisation ended in those
390 seconds, a race nearly
completely destroyed. As the
survivors fought to cope with
the increased levels of
ultraviolet and nuclear
radiation, their skins thicken
both physically and
metaphysically, and a great
change came over them all.
They now no longer looked
upon each other as enemies
but as survivors and fellow
Marcasssians in need of
help. They worked tirelessly

on improving their
environment and
making their planet
fertile once more.
One hundred years
after the 390
seconds of
madness reports of
an amphibious
creature looking
much like
themselves started
to spread along the coastal
settlements. These creatures
would appear and bring
wonders to the inhabitants of
coastal towns and teach
many strange and wondrous
things. As time went on it
became clear that these half
men were the descendants
of marine geneticists who
had been trapped in their
underwater research station
and had bio-engineered their
offspring to better cope with
this new environment. As
genetics was the only
science to remain intact
advancement was through
this field and the entire
civilisation was soon
immersed in biotechnology.
Life proceeded, and this
once war like race grew
strong again with mutual cooperation. Then it happened.
A hive fleet arrived and
drawn to Marcassia by the
high levels of psychic activity
(you need to "talk" to the
buildings you are growing)
attacked. The Marcassians
were horrified they had no
experience of any alien

lifeforms and here was one
attacking without
provocation, they had no
defence. That was until
someone proposed using a
D.N.A. missile. Once fired at
the ships in orbit it would
begin to rewrite their D.N.A.
to include a significant
proportion of Marcassian
controllable material. They
also used smaller shell to
change the creatures
assailing the planet. One
major and unlooked for side
effect of this course of action
was that the fleet became
disconnected from the
greater hivemind and fell
under the control of the
Marcassians. Now that the
Marcassians had been
rudely introduced to the
concept of alien cultures
they found they did not care
for it. If all aliens were as
violent as these hive
creatures then they must be
eliminated. So they set out
on a quest not of conquest
but of change. Seeding
planets with bio-mechanical
spores set to activate when
population levels reached a
preset level. This is their
preferred method as it
reduces risk, but they will
attack and destroy anything
non-Macassian or that
resists D.N.A. splicing to
remove their violent
tendency's. Now after many
long years in the war they
have finally arrived in this
the galaxy of man and they
don't like what they see, their
"mercenary" armies have
now been raised from their
dormant state upon and
unsuspecting galaxy.
BEWARE THE EYES IN THE
DARK!!!!
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THE SMS
L E AG U E 2 00 2
Hi folk, whilst the league is
happily trotting along, we’ve
come across a small
problem in recent months.
Because of the league’s
format it has essentially had
to be a closed affair
otherwise we’d never play
enough battles, however with
more people joining the club
this has created the
unfortunate situation where
new members struggle to get
in games whilst the rest of us
are playing in the league.
To solve this we’ve decided
to open the league up again
and slightly re-work how we
rank people within it; so
instead of being based
purely on points attained,
that points value is going to
be divided by the number of
games played to produce
your rating, giving each
combatant a rating
between zero and three.
In addition to this fairly
major change, we will also
be asking you each to
nominate one player you
have fought during the
course of the year as your
most sporting opponent,
and the committee will also
be awarding several bonus
points to the ‘best’ armies
we’ve seen at the club over

the year.
(never know,
there may
even be
separate
awards for
these)
To help
everybody
keep track of
this expanded
league, I’ll
(hopefully)
have a
scorecard
available for
each of the
current players
in the league
and some
spares at the
next meeting.
If you want to
record a
league game

The Hall Of Fame 24/9/02
Player

Won Drawn Lost Bonus Played Points Rating

Richard Kerry

13

0

1

10

14

36

2.57

Matthew Pinto

10

2

1

6

13

28

2.15

Nick Jenkin

8

1

4

4

13

21

1.62

Dave Driver

8

0

6

6

14

22

1.57

Nathan Yates

6

1

5

5

12

18

1.50

Dave Offen-James

12

1

6

3

19

28

1.47

Richard Cox

7

1

6

4

14

19

1.36

Nathan White

5

0

8

4

13

14

1.08

Nick Doran

2

4

8

1

14

9

0.64

Ross McNaughton

2

3

12

1

17

8

0.47

Paul Russell

2

1

13

0

16

5

0.31

Antony Walls

3

2

4

1

9

9

1.00

Peter Hibbett

3

2

4

1

9

9

0.75

Alternative Bonus Point Conditions
Also I’ve been toying with idea of alternative Bonus
point conditions for league games. You can always
revert to the wipe out rule in preference to these (as yet)
untried ideas, as they won’t suit all types of games, however,
for Warhammer, and 40K I think they may be rather fun.
Both players simply have to roll a D6 at the start of their battle,
and refer to the results table below. Note that the joy of this
system is that the loser of a battle may still achieve their
objective so securing a bonus point. That should please
Richard Cox at least!
Dice Roll:
1. Survive the battle with over 50% of your army intact. (Units
falling back, or below half strength don’t count), damaged
vehicles are worth ½ points.
2. Wipe Out your opponent totally!
3. Destroy your enemy’s most expensive unit.
4. Control your opponent’s original deployment zone.
5. Destroy all your enemy’s troop choice regiments.
6. Break your opponents army to less than 25% of its original
models.

these
MUST be
filled in a
given
back to
either
myself or
Dave
(Other
Muppet)
at the
end of
the
meeting
so we
can
update
the
results.
If
anybody
new to
the club wants to join the
league and count any battles
over the past couple of
months, please talk to me,
and if your opponents don’t
mind, we’ll add your results
in.
OK, that’s it for this league
update and good luck to you
all, remember the Pixie Jam
Trophy is on the line!
Richard Kerry
Major Muppet

UPDATED RULES
The league is a chance for
members to test each
other’s metal.

• A win is worth 2 points
• A draw is worth 1 point

(any result where the
winning margin is 10% or
less of the starting values
of the armies involved)

• A loss is worth 0 points
• A Bonus of 1 point is

earned, if you totally wipe
out your enemy or meet
one of the Alternative
Bonus Conditions.

• You may only play each
player in the league a
maximum of two times

• And you must play at

least ten games to be in
contention for the title.

• Remember any game can

be a league game as long
you agree with your
opponent beforehand.
Other Muppet
David OffenOffen-James

THE SAD MUPPET
S O C I E T Y

valde tristes sumus…
(we’re very sad indeed…)
Email: muppet@genesis-sf.org.uk
Web: www.rkerry.fsnet.co.uk/sms
Yahoo Group: groups.yahoo.com/groups/
sadmuppets
Phone: 0118 9820489 (David)

THE COMMITTEE
Chief Muppet Richard Kerry
Money Muppet Paul Russell
Other Muppet David Offen-James

THE CONTRIBUTORS
(in no particular order of importance or
achievement)
Richard Kerry, David Offen-James, Paul
Russell, Antony Walls, Matthew Pinto,
Nathan White, Nick Jenkin, Ross
McNaughton, MrSinister77, Raven and
some blokes who drew the pretty cartoons
No kroot were harmed in the publication of
this Newsletter (well, not much anyway).

OTHER THANKYOUS
Idea Muppet Rita Russell
(for coming up with really good ideas just
after we’ve done something)
Chief Heckler: Ruth Russell
(for getting us the hall for GD4 and proof
reading this; plus loads of other stuff)
Junior Heckler: Helen Gay
(for being prettier than me or Dave)
AnAn-Other Muppet: Sue James
(for letting Dave come out to play in
September)
The Guys At GW Basingstoke
Basingstoke
(for taking all our money)

THE END
AT LAST
If you think this Newsletter was packed, just wait until next
time. Among the delights in store we’ve got Nick Jenkin’s
Captain Crunch. Antony Walls’ Bushman Army List for
Warhammer Fantasy Battle (yes, that’s a non-40K article at
long last!!!), Dave Offen-James’ new Sabretooths and new
Planetary Defence Force troops, and Nathan White’s
Deadly Disco Divas from Deneb Daftworld (I kid you not).
But until then Happy Thanksgiving (ok, that was just a really
bad excuse for that picture) and the Newsletter will be back
at the last meeting of the year on the 17th December,
along with the awards for last year’s league.
Until then, play nice.
Richard Kerry, Chief Muppet

THE LAST
L AU G H
Tactica: Dealing with 8 year olds
Part I: 8 year olds without a retinue
of parents
Deployment
So you find yourself at a
tournament or a games night that
has been infiltrated by a squad of 8
years olds (now referred to as
"brats"); or perhaps a single Mighty
brat lord. To start off, your best bet
is to threaten the store owner by saying such things as, "Make me play him, and I will eat your
children" etc. Most store owners seem to have a low leadership, and will usually fail their morale.
Next step is to deploy yourself as far away from the brat squad as possible, in cover if possible. Be
careful though, even without line of sight they will still attack you if you pull out your "pretty toys".
To avoid this, keep your figures in hidden deployment until game time.
Shooting
While most brats have no real guns to speak of, they have natural weaponry (akin to tyranids).
While their basic "flying rubberband" attack is only Str 1 Ap -; their "sonic baby scream" is a
devastating Str 8 Ap 1 Ord Blast and it seems to have an unlimited range. Lucky for you the only
way the brats may use this powerful weapon is if they have taken at least one wound (mental or
physical). So avoid causing wounds to them and you should be safe.
Assault
Brats are the most deadly in HtH. While they are still only WS 1 Str 1 Int 2, their special "its illegal"
rule is deadly. For those not familiar with this rule, it basically reduces your attacks to 0 unless you
are 14 years old or younger. Should you find yourself swamped by brats, attempt to make your
way through the swarm to the nearest young teenager and offer him beer, cigarettes, or porn as a
reward for joining the combat. Since said teen will not be affected by the "its illegal" rule, you may
have a good chance of surviving.
Worst case
If you are ever unlucky enough to find yourself completely alone, and without
reserves to deal with the brat squads do not panic. There is still one last
chance. Brats have an extremely low leadership, almost as low as the store
owner. By using the "Boogie Boogie" technique you can almost always make
them fall back. However if you are dealing with a Mighty brat lord you may to
have to be a little more harsh, and tell him that you will "Suck his brains out
and feed them to Dracula"; this almost never fails.
Just goes to show
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dice don’t go
anybody’s way

